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   Basics of Ecology
    All the organisms on this earth depends upon each upon each other for

food and shelter. No organism can live in isolation. Plants need sunlight,

water and carbon dioxide to prepare their own food.

  Ecology

   Ecology deals with the study of interaction of livings organism with their

surroundings.

   Ecosystem

   A natural ecological unit comprising of living organism and non-living

environment that interact to form a stable self supporting system.

 



Types of Ecosystem

   Broadly ecosystem are divided into two parts

  Natural ecosystem

  These operate themselves under natural condition. Natural ecosystem

further divided into two parts

  i) Terrestrial e.g. desert, forest, grassland etc.

  ii) Aquatic e.g. river, lake, ocean etc.

  Artificial ecosystem

  Human activities have modified and converted natural ecosystem into man

made or artificial ecosystem. These are further classified as



 
i) Terrestrial e.g. crop field, garden etc.

ii) Aquatic e.g. Aquarium, manmade pond, dam etc.

 

 
 Structure of an Ecosystem

  Ecosystem mainly divided into two parts

 i) Biotic ( livings beings)

 ii) Abiotic (non livings)

   Biotic components

   Producers (Autotrophs)

  Consumers (Hetrotrophs)



i) Herbivores (Primary consumers)

ii) Carnivorus (Secondary and Tertiary consumers)

  iii) Decomposers

  Abiotic components

 a) Physical components

 b) Chemical components

Sustainable development

The successful management or resources for development satisfy the

changing human needs, while maintaining or enhancing the ability of

environment and conserving natural resources.



   Renewable energy resource

  The energy resources which can be used to produce energy again
and again are known as renewable energy resource.

    e.g solar energy

  Non renewable energy resource

  The energy resource which cannot be used to produce  energy
again and again are known as non renewable energy resources.

   e.g. fossil fuel and nuclear energy etc.



  Air Pollution

   The atmospheric condition is which certain substances are

present in such concentrations which can cause undesirable

effects on man and his environment is called air pollution.

  Sources of air pollutions

  Natural sources

  Natural sources of air pollution are volcanic eruptions, forest fire,

biological decay, pollen grain of flowers etc.

 



Man made sources

i)

ii)

iii)

iv)

   Man made sources of air pollutions include thermal power plants ,

industrial units, vehicular emissions, fossils fuel burning etc.

   Effects of air pollution on human health

Coughing and wheezing

Increased respiratory diseases such as bronchitis

Asthmatic attack

Irritation of eyes, nose, throat and mouth



  Headache and dizziness
•

•

•

•

•

Cardiovascular problem

Neurobehavioural disorders

Cancer

Reduced energy level

Premature death

  Effects on economy

  Air pollutions takes it tall on the economy in several ways. It cost
human lives, it reduce people ability to work, it affects vital products
like food , it damage cultural and historical monuments.



  Effects on animals
i)

ii)

iii)

iv)

Excessive uv radiations from sun through the ozone layer may
cause cancer

Ozone in the lower atmosphere may damage lung tissue of
animals.

When the animals feed upon the particulate coated plants they
get affected with lead. Lead poisoing results in bronchitis and
lack of appetite in pet animals.

Several air borne microbes causes diseases in animals.

 



Effects on plants
i)

ii)

iii)

iv)

Dust smoke and other particulate matter settle on the leaves of
the plants which reduces sunlight and therby retard
photosynthesis.

Acid rain affects adversely terrestrial and aquatic vegetation.

Low ph value also damage soil microbial community

Fruit trees and cereal crops are more sensitive to oxides of
sulphur. Therefore they suffer a great loss in the area around
smelters and industrial belts.



  Air pollution control method

•

•

•

•

•

•

 Selection of suitable fuels

Modifications in industrial processes and equipments to reduce

emission

Setting of industries after proper environmental impact

assessement studies.

Dilution of emission from industries by installing tall chimneys

Shifting of less polluting fuel

Using biological filters and bio- scrubers
 


